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Uzumaki Inu Prophecy Paper

MINI STORY
The fourth great Ninja war lasted from October 8th to October 10th back in the years when Ninjutsu was used as a way of protection.  
There were men called Shinobi’s who were aware of a natural energy called Chakra. They harnessed Chakra in order to defend, 
attack, and gather intel.  Over the years the idea of Chakra changed many times, but today we have learned to harness this natural 
energy into crypto as a way to buy, sell, and trade cards dedicated to the same Shinobi’s of the Great Ninja War. We are paying 
homage to the greatest Shinobi of them all, Naruto Uzumaki.

WHY WE MADE UZUMAKI INU
Now, this has been tried before.  A man named Madara attempted to make a crypto inspired by the great Shinobi Naruto Uzumaki.  He 
created a barebone draft then disappeared, leaving the Hidden Leaf Village with a crypto; but absolutely NO chakra forged within 
these coins. He disrespected the great name of Naruto. It wasn’t until 5 people from the Hidden Leaf came together and made what 
we know today as Uzumaki Inu: The Prophecy Token.  This village will have Naruto inspired artwork, giveaways, an NFT game, an 
awesome community, and Shinobi inspired trading cards that will LITERALLY create their own value.

Obviously every community needs leaders, but here at Uzumaki Inu we have a real democracy.  The community makes the worth of 
the coin.  By spreading the word and getting people to join us, we can create a constant influx of people.  Word of mouth is a powerful 
weapon.  We as the leaders will be in charge of the bigger advertising such as paying youtubers for videos, giveaways, admissions for 
listings, official NFT partnerships, and creating the eventual marketplace/game.  These will all be funded through donations from the 
community, the marketing wallet, and even our own money from time to time because we believe in this projects Chakra.

Our goal of Uzumaki Inu is to give people a way to show their love of Naruto through crypto.  With the rise in anime inu coins, the 
Naruto series is the perfect add to the mix.  Our hope is that one day our NFT marketplace will be filled with artists able to get 
recognition for their awesome artwork. There are so many different ways to draw each of the Naruto characters and it takes A LOT of 
talent to do so.  So we want to give the community a place where they can make money for their remakes of the great Shinobi.

(create page for tokenomics)

(create How to Buy page) 

(create roadmap page)
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Our goal of Uzumaki Inu is to give people a 
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CHAKRANOMICS

ETHEREUM NETWORK

2% REDISTRIBUTION

3% LIQUIDITY

3% MARKETING

LIQUIDITY LOCKED FOR 1 YEAR

CONTRACT TESTED AND VERIFIED

CHAKRA-
NOMICS
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INSTALL METAMASK FOR CHOME
head to metamask.io and install the chrome extension.
follow the steps from their guide

fund your wallet with eth
you can buy via metamask or transfer ETH
from your chosen wallet/exchange

connect to uniswap
visit app.uniswap.org and click the “use uniswap” button
when metamask asks for your signature, click confirm.

swap ETH for uzumaki inu
now its time to swap your eth for boruto inu tokens
set your slipage to 12-18% in uniswap
add your desired eth amount and correct amount will be 
calculated. click the “SWAP” button to finalize the trade.
be sure to set fast transaction speed in metamask 
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THE NINJA WAY
ROADMAP

01

02

Launch Socials
Launch Website
100+ in Telegram Chat

th
September 6  Stealth Launch
Begin marketing, reach out to small community inuencers
500 Chakra Palm holders
List on CoinGecko
Trend on Dextools
Begin selling Uzumaki NFTs (Rarible)
NFT based giveaways
NFT partnerships Voting Listings

Search for software engineer for Uzumaki NFT Market/Game

1000 Chakra Palm Holders

Marketing with Medium sized community inuencers

Small exchange listings

Begin marketing for Uzumaki NFT game/market

5000 Chakra Palm holders
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THE NINJA WAY
ROADMAP

04

03

Release Uzumaki specic apparel for community to rock 

Market the Uzumaki apparel

Continue growing NFT community, LARGE partnerships 

Crunch time, Uzumaki game/market will be almost completed

Begin partnerships with larger inuencers

10,000 Chakra Palm holders

Security check Uzumaki market/game

Begin beta testing of Uzumaki market/game

Medium exchange listings

FULLY COMMUNITY DRIVEN

Release Uzumaki market/game to community 

Watch as Uzumaki becomes next greatest card game

20,000+ Chakra Palm holders
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THE NINJA WAY
ROADMAP
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THE NINJA WAY
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THE NINJA WAY
ROADMAP
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